TYR TACTICAL® XFRAME™ GUNFIGHTER™ BELT-B

- XFrame™ Gunfighter™ Belt-B is designed to work in conjunction with the XFrame™ Dynamic Load Carriage™ system. Horizontal attachment points are positioned between the outer MOLLE platform and the interior padded spacer mesh, so that the user can adjust the XFrame™ Stays (sold separately) to the proper width.
- Patented Ballistic Vein® increases load carriage performance, provides a rigid platform, reduces fatigue, stabilizes and enhances soft armor inserts. US Patent No. 9,435,614
  Australia Patent No. 2014233550
  Patent Pending in Canada and Europe

TYR Tactical® XFrame™ Gunfighter™ Belt-B Foam
  TYR-XF-BKBLB-F

TYR Tactical® XFrame™ Gunfighter™ Belt-B T52/SP
  TYR-XF-BKBLB-T52/SP

TYR Tactical® XFrame™ Gunfighter™ Belt-B TXP3A
  TYR-XF-BKBLB-TXP3A

TYR Tactical® XFrame™ Gunfighter™ Belt-B Foam

XFrame™ does not only mediate load carriage from the shoulders, back, and hips but also supports the spine, back and core muscles.

Measure over your clothing from inside one hip bone to inside the other (Fig A). The ends of the belt should leave a 6” gap in the front of your waistline (Fig B). Once you have that total length, compare it to the chart below for belt sizing. If you desire a closer fit then simply measure leaving only a 3” gap to account for the Cobra Buckle.

Belt Length, End to End
- Medium: 30”
- Large: 34”
- XLarge: 38”
- 2XLarge: 42”

TYR-SMB-CH
TYR-RBB015
TYR-ABB002
TYR-TBB008
TYR-RBB009
TYR-DBB002
TYR-RBB017
TYR-BKBLB-BB
TYR-PVTBB
EPIC™ Male
EPIC™ Female
GTOC

PICO-MVS
PICO-PRO
PICO
PICO-MV
PICO-MV Female
PICO-MW
PICO-MW-DA
PICO-AA
PICO-DA
PICO-DS
PICO-AUSSIE

www.tyr.tactical.com